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The kalasiris library is a Python 3 li-
brary that wraps functions and function-
ality for the Integrated Software for Im-
agers and Spectrometers (ISIS). It is avail-
able via GitHub (https://github.com/
rbeyer/kalasiris) under an Apache 2.0
Software License, and its documentation
can be found at https://kalasiris.
readthedocs.io.

The kalasiris library is primarily a very
lightweight wrapper around Python’s subpro-
cess module to allow easy calling of ISIS pro-
grams in the shell from within Python. There is
calling compatibility with the pysis library (but
not return types). It is guaranteed to work with
ISIS 3.6.0+ (but will probably work with any
ISIS 3 version).

The kalasiris library is especially useful for
users that are very new to Python, that don’t
want to (or can’t) install formal Python pack-
ages. The single, core kalasiris.py file can be
placed in the same directory as a Python pro-
gram, and provides access to all of the ISIS
programs. A full install of the library provides
helper structures (like cubenormDialect),
classes (like Histogram), convenient context
managers (like fromlist.temp), and syn-
tactic sugar (the k functions). Fortunately, the
kalasiris library can be easily pip installed or
installed with conda via the conda-forge chan-
nel.

kalasiris Core
The central piece of the kalasiris library pro-
vides Python function calls that allow you to
easily run ISIS programs from within Python in
a manner similar to the way that you run ISIS
programs on the command line.

You can type this in an ISIS enabled com-
mand line:

> catlab from=some.cub to=some.pvl

To achieve the same thing from within a
Python program, you could do this (you don’t
need to alias kalasiris as isis in your
programs, but it is shorter to type):

import kalasiris as isis
isis.catlab(’some.cub’,

to=’some.pvl’)

Each of the 300+ ISIS programs that you
can use on the command line can be called this
way from within Python.

Most ISIS programs have a FROM= param-
eter, and so all kalasiris versions of them will
assume that the first item in the argument sig-
nature is what should be assigned to the FROM=
parameter if you were typing the ISIS program
at the command line, that’s one of the rea-
sons why in the calls above you don’t have
to write isis.catlab(from=from cub,
to=pvl file). The other reason is that
from is a reserved word in Python and makes
some syntax parsers unhappy, if you want to
use a named parameter but don’t want to use a
Python reserved word, you can append an un-
derbar to any parameter, like this:

isis.catlab(from_=from_cub,
to=pvl_file)

In addition to the parameters that each
ISIS program has (like FROM=, TO=, etc.),
ISIS programs can also take what ISIS calls
‘reserved parameters’ which are things like
-restore=file or -log. In order to
use those kinds of parameters from kalasiris,
just append them with two underbars ( ) like
so: isis.hist(’some.cub’, min =5,
gui ).
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Listing 1: Different ways to call getkey
import kalasiris as isis
completed = isis.getkey(’some.cub’, grp=’Dimensions’, keyword=’Samples’)
value = completed.stdout
print(value)
# prints ’512’ or whatever the string is that’s returned from getkey

# you could also do it in one go:
print(isis.getkey(’some.cub’, grp=’Dimensions’, keyword=’Samples’).stdout)

# or take advantage of the k function version to save some typing:
print(isis.getkey_k(’some.cub’, ’Dimensions’, ’Samples’))

When called in your Python program, the
above would actually fire up the GUI window
for ISIS hist, with a default value for MINIMUM
set to 5, where you could fiddle with controls,
hit the run button, and when you closed the
window, your Python program would start right
back up where it left off.

Return Values
Since the ISIS functions that kalasiris
provides are wrappers around a
call to subprocess.run(), ev-
ery kalasiris ISIS function returns a
subprocess.CompletedProcess
object. Most of the time, you’re either going
to want to ignore it, or get at the output of the
ISIS program, by using the stdout attribute
(see listing 1).

A subprocess.CompletedProcess
object has other methods and attributes that you
can use, if you need to. If an error gets thrown,
inspecting the stderr attribute can be useful,
and you can always catch this error in a try-
catch block, as well.

k functions
The kalasiris k functions provide some
syntactic sugar to make calling the ISIS
programs just that much easier. Listing 1
shows an example of how getkey k()
has a different, more compact argu-

ment signature and instead of returning a
subprocess.CompletedProcess it just
returns a string (which is usually what you
want from getkey anyway).

Each of the k functions implements their
modifications a little differently. For example,
hi2isis k will provide a reasonable default
for the to= parameter if none is given. So
make sure to read the documentation for each
k function.

Summary
Ultimately, the goal of the kalasiris library is
to make it easier to call on ISIS programs from
within Python. It is still in an early state, but it
is open source, and your contributions are wel-
come.
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